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Gun violence is a major public health problem

► Many different types prevalent in the U.S.
● Urban violence
● Suicide
● Intimate partner violence
● Police violence
● Mass shootings

► Distributed unevenly
● Certain populations bear 

disproportionate burden

► Exposure and access to guns may be increasing
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Background—gun policy

► Political disagreements about the best policy approach to reducing gun violence
● Laws that restrict access to firearms
● Laws that facilitate access to firearms

► Federal infrastructure, but firearms largely regulated at the state level

► Patchwork of state laws, but opportunity for unique public health policy analyses

► Laws are a popular intervention strategy, but there are certain laws that may foster violence 
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Laws intended to regulate the carry of guns in public 

► Two types of public carry:
● Open Carry 
● Concealed Carry

► Most states require permits or licenses to carry, but process differs
● Some state laws make it difficult to get a permit
● Some state laws make it easy to get a permit

► One of the biggest gun policy debates: Whether guns in public are a violence deterrent or catalyst
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Four types of state concealed carry law

► Most states require a permit or license to carry a concealed gun and articulate specific permitting 
criteria

► State concealed carry laws can be sorted into four broad categories:
● No Issue (ban)

● May Issue

● Shall Issue 

● Permitless carry

► Shall issue and permitless laws are also called “Right-to-Carry” (RTC) laws

Strict

Lenient
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Legal mapping

► Legal research questions
● How are states regulating concealed carry?
● What specific permitting standards do states have?
● How have state laws changed over time?

► Standard search terms in Westlaw, HeinOnline, Lexis, and state websites

► 50 states, 1980–2021

► State laws coded for overall permitting policy and for specific permitting standards
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Between 1980 & 2000, most states made it easier to carry 

1980 2000
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Between 2000 & 2021, many states stopped requiring permits

2000 mid-2021
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Specific permitting standards

► Legal mapping and analysis revealed several common standards relevant to violence prevention
● Violent misdemeanor prohibitions
● Training requirement
● Live fire requirement
● Other broad “suitability” requirements

► Shift to shall issue:
● Additional permitting standards
● Less discretion for law enforcement
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Specific permitting standards

► Of states with a permit requirement in 1980 and 2019:

1980 (n=28) 2019 (n= 36)

Violent 
misdemeanor 11% 69%

Training 11% 78%

Live fire 7% 44%

Other suitability 
standard 79% 39%
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These laws have not been adequately studied

► Research findings are mixed, but the best research suggests a relationship between concealed carry 
and violence

● Shift from may issue to shall issue associated with increased rates of violence crime
● But, focus has been on overall policy scheme, not permitting standards
● Limited implications

► Future research needed:
● Need to focus on specific permitting standards
● Equity concerns
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Implications, concerns, and continuing work

► Though research suggests shall issue laws may increase violence, it is politically infeasible to return to 
a more restrictive scheme

► Many restrictive policies rely on law enforcement discretion
● Not likely to be adopted
● Equity, discrimination concerns

► Legal mapping reveals important nuances in state concealed carry policies
● Permitting standards may hold promise as a mechanism for reducing increases in violence 

without increasing equity concerns
● Future work needed to determine which of permitting standards affect outcomes and whether 

the standards are enforced equitably.
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New York State Rifle & Pistol Association Inc. v. Bruen

► Supreme Court will hear arguments November 3, 2021

► Question presented: Whether the Second Amendment allows the government to prohibit ordinary 
law-abiding citizens from carrying handguns outside the home for self- defense

► New York: requires permit applicants to demonstrate ”proper cause”
● Plaintiffs challenged law after applications were denied

https://www.supremecourt.gov/search.aspx?filename=/docket/docketfiles/html/public/20-843.html; https://firearmslaw.duke.edu/2021/04/new-york-
state-rifle-pistol-v-corlett-the-basics/
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New York State Rifle & Pistol Association Inc. v. Bruen, cont.

► Will the laws be struck down?

► How will the Court decide?
● Historical assessment of laws?
● What level of scrutiny?

► Significant implications for future gun laws and judicial interpretation

https://www.supremecourt.gov/search.aspx?filename=/docket/docketfiles/html/public/20-843.html; https://firearmslaw.duke.edu/2021/04/new-york-
state-rifle-pistol-v-corlett-the-basics/ 17



Thank you

► Alex McCourt
amccour1@jhu.edu
@admccourt
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Understanding 
Abortion within a 
Public Health 
Framework 
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i. The demographics of 
abortion

ii. Disparities in abortion 
need and access

iii. Consequences of 
abortion denial (findings 
from the Turnaway
Study)



Abortion and the 
Legal Landscape: 
Precedent and 
Precipice
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Texas S.B. 8

Dobbs v. Jackson 
Women’s Health 
Organization

And more: Method 
bans, reason bans, 
gestation bans 
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Outro Slide

Please remember to fill out the conference survey location in the 
description of this session
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What I will (try to) cover
• Environmental law/policy as a system

• Two administrations – seismic changes

• Executive branch legal and policy tools

• Some concluding thoughts 
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Environmental law/policy as system
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Trump Administration
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EPA “Back to Basics” agenda

Source: Administrator Pruitt’s speech on 13 April 2017 (see EPA's back to basics agenda -- two speeches )

https://www.epa.gov/home/back-basics-agenda


Trump’s goals
• Reduce the burden of regulation, especially for 

the energy sector
– Executive order on regulations (two out for every one 

in)
– Use of Congressional Review Act to eliminate new 

regulations
– Encourage fossil fuel development and build pipelines

• Trump expressed skepticism about climate 
change science and climate change scientists
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The Trump Administration reversed 100 environmental rules
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“After three years in 
office, the Trump 
administration has 
dismantled
most of the major 
climate and 
environmental policies 
the president
promised to undo.”

Source:  New York Times, 20 May 2020



Litigation
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Biden Administration
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Legal and Policy tools – Executive Branch
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• International agreements and accords
• Executive orders
• Budgeting
• Agency leadership appointments
• Guiding/consolidating/canceling agency research 

programs and studies
• Setting agency priorities 
• Flexibility in enforcement
• “Moving the boxes”
• Cooperative federalism (state/federal dynamic)
• Choices about litigation



Concluding Thoughts
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Paul A. Locke
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